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Your excellencies, dear colleagues

Today, we celebrate the adoption of a comprehensive and coherent Education 2030 Framework for Action,

which is the culmination of three years of intense multi-stakeholder negotiations and dialogue.

As President of the Global Campaign for Education, I have had the honour to be one of the CSO representatives

in the EFA Steering Committee, and one of its Co-Chairs in recent years. Civil society has enjoyed this

unprecedented opportunity – and responsibility – to play a fundamental role in the development of this

historic Framework, and we praise the democratic nature of the process – one which we believe legitimizes it

and gives all actors a strong sense of ownership, increasing the possibility of the full implementation of our

ambitious targets.

Civil society welcomes the Framework’s commitment to lifelong learning, including prioritizing early childhood

care and education as well as adult literacy and education, and making explicit reference to primary, secondary

and higher education. We welcome the centrality of inclusive education across the Framework as well as the

broad perspective of quality it finally embraced, moving away from an overemphasis on measurable learning

outcomes and testing.

Similarly, the recognition of a trained and valued teaching workforce as central to the delivery of the right is

commendable, as is the commitment to 12 years of free, publically funded primary and secondary education- a

core dimension with the potential to challenge patriarchy and multiple forms of deep-rooted inequalities.

As we move towards implementation, we recognise that ensuring coherence will be crucial and civil society

will be particularly vigilant in this sense. While the Framework recognizes civil society organisations as critical

to the policy-making process and participation as a right in itself, we note with concern the increase in the

closure of spaces for such participation in many national contexts, and in particular the criminalisation of civil

society – including teachers, students and other activists. Similarly, while the agenda is anchored in human-

rights and cognizant of the need to strengthen public education systems, we observe trends and policy making



that do not speak to these principles. We note, for example, with serious concern, the formidable increase of

for-profit edu-businesses, ranging from those in the testing industry to chains of so-called low fee private

schools, which stratify societies and deliver double tier education. We highlight that to place profit over

people is unethical and deconstructs human rights.

There must be coherence also in the financing of education. While we commend the vital inclusion of financing

commitments in the Framework - so woefully lacking from other global instruments – it is with dismay that we

note plans by donors to cut development assistance, and assistance to education and civil society in particular

– just weeks after committing to the Sustainable Development Goals.

Civil society renews its commitment to continued collaborative and intersectoral working, both within the

Education 2030 architecture as well as within that of the Sustainable Development Agenda, in recognition of

the interdependence of the SDGs and of education as an enabling goal and right.

The Framework for Action offers every person a new hope that their right to education will be realised – and to

do this, we need not only the commitment we make today, but serious, tangible actions to ensure delivery

tomorrow. There are challenges ahead of us, but we believe that our renewed, shared vision for education is

one which gives us all added vigour:  let this propel us all into action and make the right to education a reality.


